Vertical fissure: computed tomographic observation and correlation with chest radiography.
The purpose of this study was to assess radiographic and computed tomography (CT) findings of the vertical fissure. We assessed whether the vertical fissures appeared as a fine linear shadow or as a linear edge with lateral opacity and medial lucency on chest radiographs. The CT scans were evaluated for the presence of volume loss in the lower lobes and for the presence of a portion of the fissure that is orientated tangential to the X-ray beam. We observed vertical fissures in six patients. CT studies revealed volume loss in the lower lobes in all patients and showed the presence of a portion of the fissure that is orientated tangential to the X-ray beam in only two patients whose vertical fissures were not associated with lateral opacity and medial lucency on chest radiographs. We believe that the vertical fissure is closely related to volume loss in the lower lobe and represents the edge of the anterobasal segment of a major fissure or a portion of the fissure that is orientated tangential to the X-ray beam, with or without lateral opacity and medial lucency.